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Welcome to our Summer 2014 
e-Newsletter 
Our interior design service focuses on adding value to your home by 

creating sophisticated, contemporary and timeless solutions based on your 

budget. We create and install residential and commercial interior design 

solutions across Australia. Our design process includes briefings to capture 

the desired outcomes, concept presentations, schedules and the 

coordination of trades, suppliers and product procurement. Visit us on-

line at www.monochromeinc.com to discover the possibilities. 
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"We have witnessed first hand the 

quality attention to detail, unique 

creativity and luxurious taste that 

certainly defines their style as their 

own. We have collaborated with 

Andrew Loader Design on several 

occasions in partnerships focused on 

achieving harmonious, well-partnered 

indoor-outdoor living and enjoyment 

presentation spaces. It has been such a 

pleasure and honor to be able to work 

with this unique Sydney interior design 

company" 
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Introducing Open Shutters 
At Andrew Loader Design, we love incorporating custom designed 

shutters into our residential and commercial interior design projects. 

For our summer e-Newsletter edition, we sat down with one of 

Australia’s leading custom-made shutter manufacturers. Open 

Shutters have an extensive range of styles and materials for interior 

and exterior applications. Shutters are so versatile for all seasons 

providing aesthetic benefits, a solution to control light and airflow, 

insulation, as well as an opportunity to add value to your property.  

It is our pleasure to introduce you to a great Australian business,

Open Shutters...  

Tell us about Open Shutters. 

OpenShutters created the original plantation shutter almost 30 years 

ago. Back in the mid-1980s, the Mikkelsen family were inspired by 

the beauty of shutters gracing the grand homes of historic tea and 

cotton plantations in South America. Jens Mikkelsen brought 20 

years experience as a Danish-trained cabinetmaker; his wife Marion 
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“Open adopt a “holistic” 

Design Thinking approach 

and consider the function / 

purpose the shutters are 

intended for from the outset.” 

“Jens Mikkelsen brought 20 
years experience as a Danish-
trained cabinetmaker; his wife 

Marion complemented this 
with her background in design 

and management.” 

http://www.openshutters.com.au
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complemented this with her background in design and management.  

With the support of their son Bruce, a qualified builder, and daughter Gail, an expert in service 

management, the business has grown into a substantial 2,800sqm manufacturing operation based on the 

Central Coast of NSW. But our heart remains the same. As timber shutter specialists we’ve been first choice 

for literally thousands of architects and designers in Australia and beyond, focussing on solution-driven 

rather than product-driven options. We take responsibility for every project from concept to conclusion. 

We get a lot of influence for our interior designs from Europe where shutters are part of the rich 
history, especially in France, Italy and Spain. Where do you draw your influences from for your 
designs? 

Danish craftsmanship lies behind our insistence on original product manufacture in Australia where we can 

maintain the highest quality standards. 

We are hugely influenced by Australian conditions and Australian lifestyle in our design and manufacture 

process. The need to innovate to solve the challenges from architects and designers with whom we’ve 

worked over the years to bring their evolving ideas to life.  

This is ever-evolving. 

We recommend shutter solutions for our clients for a number of reasons, one of which is the overall 
value they add to their home. What are your thoughts on shutters adding to the overall property 
value?  

The additional value is not just in the 

enhancement to the “bricks and mortar” value, 

as with most permanent features added to a 

property.  

We consider shutters to also add value in the 

following ways: 

~Aesthetic appeal / enhancement 

~Energy efficient solution, controlling both light, 

heat and air 

~Low maintenance, high durability 

~Flexibility to integrate with other bespoke      

design features and colour schemes. 
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As a design firm, we love customising solutions for our clients, whether it’s lighting, furnishings and 
cabinetry or joinery solutions. What are the most important aspects you take into account when 
customising shutter solutions?  

Open adopt a “holistic” Design Thinking approach and consider the function / purpose the shutters are 

intended for from the outset.  Whilst the industry is stuck in a “one size fits all” mentality; we have over 

three thousand combinations of blade profile, size and material to draw upon.  

We ensure that the variety of finishes on offer is explored and if the need arises, can prototype first, before 

undertaking any projects. As well as aesthetics, it’s important to consider sustainability of manufacture as 

well as usability and longevity once installed. Location, hardware and functionality are all considered to be 

equally important from the outset. We place high importance on our role of collaboration with designers, 

builders and architects from start to finish. 

Do you have any cleaning tips to keep shutters sparkling and dust free?  

Because cedar shutters have a smooth and polished finish that naturally repels dust, maintenance is 

relatively simple. A duster or lightly damp cloth should be used to be wipe clean – regular and often is the 

message, do not leave dirt or dust to build up. Ensure windows are not left open in wet weather.  If shutters 

get wet, wipe dry as soon as possible.  Likewise, if fitted in a room with poor ventilation or high humidity, 

make sure there is good airflow around the panels. Never use abrasives and don’t scour the surface.  

Silicon-based cleaning products should also NOT be used. 

What do you see as future trends in indoor shutter styles - can we expect to see different designs 
evolving from what is currently in the market? 

• Still high demand for traditional plantation-style shutters. 

• Increased requests for solutions that place an emphasis on privacy. 

• Expensive property refurbishments looking for a bespoke solution to differentiate their property 

from others around them. 

• There’s also a big movement towards more sustainable solutions – continued desire for green and 

energy efficient products. Our western red cedar not only has the visual appeal of natural timber, 

it’s sourced from eco-managed sustainable forests and has exceptional insulation properties. 

For all your shutter needs, we highly recommend Open Shutters. You can visit there website here.  
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by  

ANDREW  

LOADER  

DESIGN 

On the 1st Day of Christmas  

Archon Designs’ Essential Duo 

Why we chose this? Because we use Archon Design products at home, and we love them. They have a  
luxurious feel, magnificent scent and are Australian made. See our special offer from Archon Design below.  

Archon Designs is an Australian urban-inspired company 

focused on creating amazing products for the Body, Home and 

Travel. 

The Archon Designs’ Essential Duo is the ultimate in Hand & 

Body Therapy. It has been professionally formulated using only 

the highest quality natural and naturally derived ingredients. 

Scented using 100% premium quality essential oils and 

containing no artificial/synthetic fragrances, the Hand & Body 

Wash is Paraben-free.  

Enjoy the strong, punchy citrus blend of Grapefruit and Sicilian 

Bergamot with Lemon Verbena and Honey Myrtle. It will 

energise and awaken your senses, leaving your skin feeling 

thoroughly nourished, hydrated, invigorated and soothed. 
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Its clean and modern design will look the part in any urban bathroom, kitchen, guest bathroom or butlers 

pantry. Available in 2 sizes: 250mL and 500mL. Sold individually or as a Duo: $20 each (250mL) or 2 for $37 

(2 x 250mL) or $35 each (500mL) or 2 for $60 (2 x 500mL). Made in Australia. 

As a special offer to our clients and social media friends, spend $50^ or more on any Archon Designs 

items online and mention ANDREW LOADER DESIGN to receive an Archon Designs' Coconut & Vanilla 

Organic + Natural Lip Balm valued at $7.00 and a 2-Pack Black Tea & Lychee Candle Melt valued at $8.00. 

Total Special Offer valued at $15.00 (^excludes the cost of shipping). Order online here. 

On the 2nd Day of Christmas  

Unisex Fragrance ‘The Architects Club’ Eau de Parfum by Arquiste 

Why we chose this? Because there is nothing 
else like it in the market. A truly diverse and 
refined fragrance that you will feel inspired 
wearing.  

About: March 1930, London. A group of 

architects gather for cocktails at Mayfair’s 

smartest Art Deco smoking room. As they settle 

into the warm interior of dark woods, leather 

and velvet, London’s bright young things burst 

in, frosted martinis in hand, surrounded by a 

cloud of laughter, white smoke and fine vanilla. 

Notes include: juniper berry oil, angelica root, 

lemon peel oil, bitter orange, pepperwood, guaiac wood,  oakwood, vanilla absolute and amber. 

Exclusively available in Australia from Becker & Minty Potts Point Sydney or Peony Haute Perfumerie 

Melbourne. 

On the 3rd Day of Christmas   
The Grant Cufflinks from Cowan-Brown – Wood and Stainless Steel Flower Cufflinks 

Why we chose this? We love cuff links and this timeless set tap into 
the Andrew Loader Design values of timelessness and simplicity. The 
Wood and Stainless Steel Flower Cufflinks from Cowan Brown feature 
8 stainless steel petals piercing the circle of rosewood creating a 
stylish and sophisticated design. The entire design is encircled with a 
wide band of stainless steel resulting in a cufflink that is simply 
stunning. Each pair is delivered in a smart black gift box with revolving 
lid. To order online visit Cowan-Brown here.  
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http://archondesigns.com
http://arquiste.com
http://www.beckerminty.com
http://www.peonymelbourne.com.au
http://cowanbrown.com.au/product/wood-and-stainless-steel-flower-cufflinks/
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On the 4th Day of Christmas  
A Tour of Italy with Carolinasusi Italia Tours  

Why we chose this? Who doesn't love Europe? We have a home in France and have been fortunate 
enough to experience Italian travel with Carrol Helander and Sue Clarke from Carolinasusi Italia Tours. If 
you, or someone you know, needs a vacation with a difference, discover a true Italian experience in 2015. 

We recommend Brisbane based Carolinasusi Italia Tours because they know the places and the people in 

Italy to ensure you experience the true Italian way of life. Carolinasusi Tours specialises in boutique group 

tours to Italy. Small numbers, 

 shopping, great wine, fantastic 

scenery, the best food and 

cooking Italy has to offer. Unlike 

many tour operators, Carolinasusi 

plan the time needed in each 

location so you actually feel like a 

local and experience the true 

Italian life. The tours are 

designed to take the time, stress 

and confusion out of planning an 

Italian vacation.  

Whether it’s Tuscany, Sicily or the 

Italian Lakes, Carolinasusi has it   

covered in 2015 for the European 

Spring and Autumn. You can select one of the tours or put together two to make it a longer vacation. 

If you book by 31 December 2014 for a 2015 tour, mention ANDREW LOADER DESIGN to receive $500.00 

off a tour for two people.  A great gift idea for anyone you know who is looking for a holiday they will never 

forget. Visit Carolinasusi Italia Tours here 
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On the 5th Day of Christmas  
The Pets in the Park Calendar  

Why we chose this? We support Pets in the Park because they support the homeless community and their 

animal companions in Sydney and Melbourne. Pets in the Park is not for profit and their 2015 calendar sales 

go directly to helping the people and pets 

of our community.  

Presented as a modern style stand up 

calendar with timber base and changeable 

month by month cards, this is a series of 

black and white portraits of Pets in the 

Park clients by professional photographer 

Linda Warlond. Pets in the Park runs free 

pet health clinics at two locations in 

Sydney, Darlinghurst and Parramatta. At 

each pet clinic veterinarians and vet 

nurses provide free health checks, 

vaccinations, flea treatment, worming treatment and basic medication for pets owned by Sydney's 

homeless and severely disadvantaged. 

Size: 15cm x 15cm | Price: $30 (plus P&H $8.50) | Purchase the calendar here from Pets in the Park 

On the 6th Day of Christmas  

Waterford Crystal Elysian 24ct Gold Plated Metal Ice Bucket  

Why we chose this? Warm metallics have made a triumphant return this year and Jo Sampson’s Elysian 

24ct Gold Plated Ice Bucket is a beautiful example, a distinct nod to old world opulence whilst embracing a 

modern aesthetic. $269.00 from David Jones or Myer.  
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http://cliquephotography.com.au/
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=WWPDE3Y9KFJNQ
http://calendar.petsinthepark.org.au
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On the 7th Day of Christmas  
The Belvedere Set from the Moët Hennessy Collection  

Why we chose this? Who doesn't love a Martini on Christmas 

Day or any day for that matter. The Belvedere set is a smart 

addition to any cocktail trolley this holiday season.  

The superior set exclusive to Moët Hennessy Collection, 

includes two of the finest vodkas; Belvedere Vodka 700ml, 

Belvedere Unfiltered 700ml plus the Boston Shaker.  

AUD $140 

The Moët Hennessy Collection is an invitation into the world 

of the finest luxury champagnes, wines and spirits. Visit them 

online here.  

On the 8th Day of Christmas  
The Eames Lounge Chair  

Why we chose this? Widely considered one of the most significant designs of the 20th century, this iconic 

pair was the culmination of Charles and Ray Eames efforts to create a club chair using the moulded 

plywood technology that they pioneered in the '40s. Charles Eames' vision was to design a chair with the 

“warm receptive look of a well-used first baseman's 

mitt." 

A timeless design, it's constructed to last lifetimes. 

Produced by Herman Miller, the chair is entirely 

hand-assembled. 

The seat is balanced on a five-star, die-cast 

aluminium base with adjustable stainless steel 

glides for uneven floors. 

Available from Living Edge AUD $6950.00 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http://livingedge.com.au/shop/212-eames-classic-lounge-ottoman.html
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On the 9th Day of Christmas  
Gidget Varsity Hardcase 

Why we chose this? We love the clean lines and striking black and white stripes of this case which evokes 

a feeling of nostalgia.   

Inspired by the swinging 60s with a cool Californian twist, the Varsity Hardcase is crafted from acrylic and 

features mod inspired black and white stripes and a 

contrasting back panel. With a removable snake chain 

strap, there's more than one way to make a statement 

with this striking piece.  

AUD $229.00 

Available online at MIMCO. Visit there site here.  

On the 10th Day of Christmas  
Marella Agnelli: The Last Swan  

Why we chose this? For it’s beautiful mix of history, style and 

magnificent design that is a feast for the eyes. AUD $115 

The exclusive world of one of the twentieth century's most glamorous 

and alluring women, as seen through her private homes and gardens. 

Nicknamed The Swan by Richard Avedon when he photographed her 

iconic portrait in 1953, Marella Agnelli is not only one of the great 

beauties of the last century, but also the most elegant and cultured of 

that exclusive club.  

From Italian interior design legend Renzo Mongiardino-who worked on her New York apartment alongside 

a young Peter Marino-to Gae Aulenti, the important Italian architect, who built her homes in Turin and 

Marrakech, Agnelli created a series of extraordinary houses and gardens, full of timeless elegance, 

invaluable art, and ground-breaking decorating ideas. With ten residences spread throughout Turin, Rome, 

Milan, New York, St. Moritz, and Marrakech, ranging from regally classic villas to ultramodern apartments, 

her impeccable taste shines through in these gorgeous interiors and gardens. Purchase from your local 

bookstore.  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On the 11th Day of Christmas  
Meet Shazz from Topheads Eyewear Bondi!  

Why we chose this? Because they are cool! Inspired by the 1980s, these retro shades are reborn with 

contemporary materials. Shazz features the simplicity of a circle shaped frame front, handmade from 

bamboo with engraved temples and a relaxed fit. 

 • Eco-friendly material            

 • Spring hinges            

 • Polarised lenses            

 • UVA & UVB protection            

 • Floatable frame            

 Each pair of sunglasses from Topheads Eyewear comes with a solid bamboo case, microfiber lens cloth 

and a travel pouch. To purchase follow this link.  AUD $129.00 

On the 12th Day of Christmas  
Sabuy Dee by Mellow Motif  

Why we chose this? We have had the pleasure of seeing Mellow Motif live on many occasions and if you 

love Ella Fitzgerald, Natasha Patamapongs and 

her band is for you. Her voice and unique 

arrangements make them a force in the jazz 

world, we even named one of our custom chair 

designs after them ‘The Motif Chair’ and they are 

on our play list all year round. Buy Sabuy Dee on 
iTunes here and listen to Lullaby of Birdland on 

YouTube here. AUD $15.21 

Mellow Motif is from Thailand and are well know 

across  many countries. The band combines an 

original, playful sound with lighthearted 

arrangements and has earned the respect from musicians and critics. With Warner Music, Mellow Motif has 

released two albums and continues to work tirelessly as an ambassador who raise the world’s awareness of 

Thailand as a place with a vibrant jazz culture, connecting and collaborating with musicians across the 

country and around the world. CNNgo has listed Mellow Motif as one of Bangkok's Top-20 People to 

Watch - listing lead singer Natasha and pianist Eugene (Pianist) as “phenomenal musicians” who fuel the 

band's “well-deserved rise.” 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http://topheads.com.au/Shazz-scp48650.html
https://itunes.apple.com/us/artist/mellow-motif/id383035992
http://www.mellowmotif.com
https://itunes.apple.com/us/artist/mellow-motif/id383035992
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O2sj30aWpIU
http://cnngo.com/
http://www.cnngo.com/bangkok/none/bangkok-hot-list-20-people-watch-614910
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About Us:  

Andrew Loader Design create classic and timeless interior design and decoration solutions. If you are 

looking to save time and money on your home renovation or commercial interior design project, or simply 

would like to redesign individual rooms, we can help make the process an 

enjoyable and rewarding experience.  

Andrew Loader's appreciation of the beauty of simplicity and his passion for 

interior designs that reflect style, refinement and above all practicality and 

comfort, have been greatly influenced by his years of living, working and 

travelling throughout the world and experiencing the excitement of many 

varied cultures and ways of life. 

Andrew's interior designs are characterised by their timeless elegance and 

classic style accented with elements that are both contemporary and 

impactful. After more than 20 years in the world of luxury hotels and creative design, Andrew knows the 

great importance of creating spaces that make people feel 

comfortable and at home, whilst also feeling inspired and uplifted. 

"Influenced both by contemporary design and his time in the luxury 

hotel business, his vision is to bring the elegance of hotels into private 

homes" (House & Garden Magazine) 

Andrew opened his first interior design 

studio in 2009 and since then has 

completed many projects in Sydney, 

Brisbane, Auckland, Bangkok and the 

South West region of France. Andrew's 

interior designs have been featured on 

television, in three coffee-table books and numerous media publications.  

In collaborating with his clients to create beautiful spaces, Andrew brings a 

part of the glamorous world of luxury hotels into their own homes.  

ANDREW LOADER DESIGN 
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Have a safe and happy holiday season! 

ANDREW LOADER DESIGN 
We Create Inspired Spaces  

www.monochromeinc.com  
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